2013 STARTALK Student Program - Interested students should apply soon! Space is limited and the program is open to students in grades 4-12. Application Deadline: May 31st. More information can be found here.

Anna McCabe School – Experienced teachers who have traveled to China with the Confucius Institute, Holly-Anne Keenan and Bethany Marchetti, teach students in grades 1-5 in the After-School Chinese Enrichment Program with Ziqin (Brian) Zhang ’14.

Old County Road School – Stefanie Bernier and Sharon Mariotti teach along with Tianfang Song ’14, JiaJia Jin ’14, and Xuhao Zheng ’14.
Congratulations, Ms. Chang!!! – She is one of 15 Chinese teachers in the country to participate in the Chinese Language and Culture Enrichment Program, funded by Fulbright-Hays Scholarship Group Project Abroad, in the summer of 2013 in Xi’an China. She is “thrilled and honored to have such an opportunity and hopes to enrich my Chinese program upon return from China. I will be touring Beijing, Shanghai, Suzhou and studying at Shananxi Normal University in Xi’an, China.”

Below are some pictures from her classes: